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ABSTRACT: The goal of the work is to evaluate the mean accuracy of two Digital
Surface Models (DSMs) respectively extracted from a Quickbird in-track Basic Stereo
imagery and from two Quickbird Standard Orthoready imageries partially overlapped
acquired during two different orbital tracks.

In particular, it is quite important to investigate which is the quality of 3D
information extracted from satellite imagery pairs collected on different dates and often
already available in huge archive mainly focused on populated and urban areas; this is
the case for Standard Orthoready imagery, a low – cost product (if compared with high
cost Basic Stereo), presently used without any additional correction or to derive
orthophotos.

In details, the two experiments regard a Quickbird stereo panchromatic image (Basic
Stereo Products type) of the area around Augusta (Siracusa, Southern Italy) and two
Quickbird imagery (Standard Orthoready Products type) with an overlapping of almost
70% of the Colli Albani area (Rome, Central Italy).

Sample comparisons, based on a significant number (more than 4500) of Independent
Check Points (ICP) with a mean 3D accuracy of 0.3–0.5 m collected by kinematic GPS
surveys, were carried out both on the Augusta and on the Colli Albani DSM, to assess
both mean accuracy and its dependency on morphology and land cover types.

The two tests showed that an accuracy at 1 meter level or better may be achieved in
DSM extraction from Basic Stereo, with possible remarkable improvement on very
regular surfaces quite common in urban environment. Further, DSMs extracted from
pairs of Standard Orthoready imagery acquired on different tracks may reach an
accuracy at 2 meter level, provided the acquisition geometry is good. The remarkable
results obtained from Standard Orthoready imagery open new and wide applications for
a low – cost product (if compared with high cost Basic Stereo), presently used mainly to
derive orthophotos.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last year, the demand for imagery data over the Internet has dramatically
increased. The large availability of earth observation images, mainly due to the huge
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archives of remotely sensed high and medium resolution data, has definitively improved
the quality of geoinformation services that now can be provided over the Internet, and
has enlarged the awareness of the potential of earth observation data among both
scientific and not scientific community. Today, over the Internet it is possible to browse,
free of charge, over a global coverage of the earth with medium resolution satellite data,
that, coupled with a medium resolution DEM, allows a three-dimensional visualization
and navigation with a good level of detail.

Over urban area, the visualization has been strongly improved due to the use of high
resolution QuickBird satellite data, or of aerial photo with even higher level of detail. In
fact, QuickBird data have been available on the market since several years, and now
cover hundreds millions of square kilometers. A large percentage of the images,
anyway, is focused on urban areas, for which the demand for geoinformation is higher
both for professional and consumer driven applications; the same urban area can be
covered by several images.

The boost at the base of the explosion of geo images over the Internet can be
considered as a merely commercial operation that anyway had an impressive
success. Having more data available for an Internet portal means to have more
appeal over the public, and the possibility for tailoring more attractive services based
on geoinformation, collecting more and more revenues from business advertise-
ments. Therefore, the trend is to increase the surface covered by high resolution data
that are progressively substituting medium resolution images. High resolution
coverage of the territory based on satellite or aerial data is continuously growing
using a strategy based on the same approach followed by mobile telephone operators
for covering each country: first to reach the highest percentage of population, then
expanding over remaining area. For this reason, urban areas are a key focus for the
business.

Always having in mind business, in order to distinguish the proposal of one
portal from those of the competitors, there are two trends that are now followed: the
use of more and more detailed aerial data, and the use of the third dimension.
Height information is added through the use of more detailed DEM, of detailed city
models, or of perspective oblique views of urban areas. In almost all the cases the
third dimension is obtained by using aerial collected data; most of used data are
existing datasets mainly collected for professional projects (for example cellular
phone network design), that have been reused over the Internet for providing
building shapes. Due to their origin, in many cases the accuracy of these datasets is
high.

But the third dimension can also be extracted from satellite data. This issue can be
approached with several techniques, mainly based on stereoscopy or, when dealing with
radar data, with interferometry. In the last generation of satellites, specific attention has
been paid to the design to the possibility of collecting along-track stereo images, based
on the agility of the sensor or on the use of two sensors operating together, the goal
being the collection of image pairs with no appreciable time delay from one to the other.
Stereo data have, in any case, a high price per square kilometer, also considering that
often the whole image frame containing the area of interest must be purchased. This is,
for example, the situation for QuickBird data, that has a very large area covered by a
stereo pair.
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An additional element that plays an important role in the collection of stereo data
with existing high resolution satellites is the time required for the acquisition. In
fact, being available only one sensor, it must be rotated before the collection of the
first scene, before the collection of the second scene and at the end of the stereo pair
collection. During the same time the satellite, if operating without a specific tasking,
could image a much larger area in monoscopic mode. Therefore, high resolution
satellite operators, when no specific requests have to be fulfilled (that is during the
so called speculative mode), tend to use the default imaging collection capabilities,
with a limited sensor tilting, that allow the maximum area coverage per time unit.
The outcome of this situation is that stereo pairs are imaged only following specific
requests from a client, and the archives of satellite data, even if full of images, have
only a very small percentage of stereo pairs. This situation has not contributed to the
operational use of satellite-based stereo images for three-dimensional information
extraction.

Anyway the cost of three dimensional data requested by the market, and not only
for Internet business, is very high if based on aerial flights, especially considering that
the interest is focused over urban areas, and the unit price for a limited area, as an
urban one, is very high if not available as an off-the-shelf product. In this context, the
large amount of archived high resolution images, and especially QuickBird data (both
Basic and Standard Orthoready), can play a very important role. Of course, at least two
images with a proper collection geometry must be available over the same area. As
already mentioned before, the most important cities of many countries are covered by
high resolution data, and most of them are covered by more than one image. In addition
to this, it must also be considered that for QuickBird the minimum size of images that
can be purchased from archive, therefore with a reduced price, is only 25 km2. In the
case only one image exists in archive, when doing satellite tasking for a second
collection it is possible to specify, according to predefined thresholds, the direction
from which the satellite should image a target area, with a requested purchase of only
64 km2. This means if these archived data, eventually integrated with a new acquisition,
could be valid for the extraction of the third dimension, the cost of the base data for
height extraction should be extremely competitive. In fact, the price of the satellite data
needed for covering an urban area is very low if compared to the cost of a new aerial
flight, taking into consideration the high fixed costs that have to be paid for performing
a new flight.

Therefore it is mandatory to investigate which are the performances that could be got
when extracting 3D information from satellite imagery pairs collected on different
tracks and dates. The object of this work is the comparison of a DSM obtained by using a
QuickBird stereo pair, and of a DSM extracted from a pair of QuickBird image collected
on different dates along different orbits.

2 DSM FROM BASIC STEREO IMAGERY

The first experiment was carried out on a stereo Quickbird image of Basic Stereo Product
type. The study site is the area of Augusta, north of Siracusa (Southern Italy, Sicily,
N 378150, E 158); the morphology of the covered area, approximately 17� 17 km, is
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rather variable with residential areas (city of Siracusa and Augusta), bare soils and sea
shoreline.

The stereo imagery were in-track acquired on 16/01/2004, (so that they show similar
illuminations), with a mean resolution of 0.76 m; the overlapping is almost 100%
(Figure 1).

For the DSM extraction the coordinates of 39 Ground Control Points (GCPs) were
obtained by GPS real time kinematic surveys (RTK) with a double frequency geodetic
receiver, assisted by a GPS master station installed in an almost central position w.r.t. the
surveyed area. The master station position in ITRF2000 was preliminarily estimated
using IGS NOT1 GPS permanent station data (Noto), closest to the area of study and
about 30 km away. The mean planimetric and altimetric accuracies of the collected 39
GCPs were 0.10 m and 0.15 m respectively.

Four DSMs were generated by the PCI Geomatica OrthoEngine v. 9.0 software,
which implements the well known 3D rigorous model developed at the Canada Centre
for Remote Sensing, Natural Resources Canada (CCRS). These products were obtained
using a different number of GCPs (10, 20, 30 e 39), always homogeneously distributed,
to evaluate the influence of the GCPs number on the results (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Quickbird Basic Stereo image.

Figure 2. 39 GCPs DSM.
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A sample DSM validation was carried out by collecting a significant number (more
than 4000) of homogenously distributed points by a kinematic GNSS (GPS/Glonass)
survey, to have a control set of heights with a 3D mean accuracy which resulted at the
level of 0.3–0.5 m. The survey was carried out (sampling rate: 1 sec, mean speed: 40–50
km/h, approximately 1 point / 10 m) by driving for about 150 km along roads crossing
zones with different land cover and morphology (Figure 3).

Four GPS receivers were used, two as rovers (Figure 4) and two as master stations.
Rover antennas (Leica System 1200 able to receive GPS signals and Topcon Legacy
E_GGD able to receive both GPS and Glonass signals) were fixed on the car roof almost
perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the car by magnetic supports; master stations
(again one Leica System 1200 and one Topcon Legacy E_GGD) were co-located in an
almost central position w.r.t. the surveyed area, so that its distance from the rovers was
within 20 km.

The distance between the two antennas was set at 0.445 m and their phase centers
were approximately 1.60 m above the road; thanks to the inner constraint on the fixed
distance between the antennas, the use of a pair of rover receivers in a GPS kinematic
survey is very useful to find out possible outliers in the GPS survey. In this case, outlier

Figure 3. GPS kinematic survey.

Figure 4. Rover receiver antennas.
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detection and final position estimation was additionally strengthened by the double
master station.

The DSM’s sample accuracy was evaluated by the difference between the DSM and
the mean GPS heights (mean value of the two GPS antennas heights – 4849 points), after
having applied the geoid undulation correction according to the public model of national
geoid ITALGEO95 (www.iges.polimi.it).

It has to be underlined that unacceptable errors as large as 100 m, due to correlation
problems during the images matching, were found in zones with fast height variations,
which are responsible for completely different illuminations of the same details on the
two images. Therefore, in order to automatically single out gross errors and outliers and
come to a robust accuracy evaluation, the LTS (Least Trimmed Squares) function,
included in the Matlab software, was used. The least trimmed squares regression,
introduced by (Leroy, 1983), is a robust method in the sense that the estimated regression
fit is not unduly influenced by outliers in the data, even if there are several outliers
(theoretically up to 50% of the data set).

The comparison between the four DSMs extracted and the kinematic GNSS survey
(DSM–GNSS), accounting for the GNSS heights derived mean accuracy of 0.5 m,
shows the DSM mean accuracy (RMSE) reaches a constant value around 2.5 m from the
test with 20 GCPs; nevertheless considering the average height difference around 2 m in
all cases highlights a clear bias, with DSM heights systematically higher than GNSS
ones (Table 1).

In order to investigate the possible causes of this bias, the accuracy dependency on
morphology and land cover types was analyzed: DSM were locally compared to GNSS
on three zones of two different types: urban areas of Siracusa and Augusta and bare soils
(Table 2). The results show that this positive bias is more evident in the urban areas,
where the accuracy remarkably decreases probably in consequence of the higher
percentage of buildings, which tend to raise DSM heights over the road level; this effect
was already noticed during accuracy assessment of DSMs derived from Ikonos in-track
stereopairs over Naples area (Baiocchi et al. 2005). On the contrary, on bare soils the
average value seems to indicate a slightly negative bias, whose reasons were investigated
but not clearly explained. In particular, if DSM is extracted and geocoded over a bare
soil small area only (few tens of km2; the whole DSM is about 200 km2) the bias
disappears (Ave.¼ � 0.05 m), so that it seems to be caused by a kind of distortion due to
the global geocoding; in particular, the accuracy equals the precision (St. Dev.), at the
level of about 0.8 m. Overall, at present, the mean accuracy (RMSE) on bare soil reaches
a constant value around 1.1 m again from the test with 20 GCPs.

A deeper investigation regarding the intrinsic precision of DSM extraction over very
regular surfaces, quite common in an urban environment (like roads, squares, parking area
or building roofs) was performed. A small (40 m2) flat parking area surrounded by bare

Table 1. Sample global statistics.

Global DSM statistics (m) 10 GCPs 20 GCPs 30 GCPs 39 GCPs

Average 2.04 1.95 1.98 1.90

St. Deviation 1.88 1.52 1.61 1.55

RMSE 2.77 2.48 2.55 2.45
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soil (in order to avoid an eventual systematic effect induced by buildings) was considered
and the DSM precision over there was calculated hypothesizing a constant height.

Three tests were performed, attaining DEMs at the maximum resolution (1 px),
both with and without tie points useful to enhance the correlation algorithm, and at a
lower resolution (4 px); maximum resolution precision resulted at the level of about
0.3 m, independently from the presence of tie points; the 4 px DSM precision
resulted around 0.1 m, approximately equal to the value which could be deduced by a
simple variance propagation applied to the 1 px DSM precision under the hypotheses
of independent sample (0:3=

ffiffiffiffiffi

16
p

). It has to be underlined that the 1 px DSM
precision implicitly fixes also the accuracy requirements for GCP positions if the full
potentiality of 3D feature extraction (e.g. in city modeling) has to be exploited:
roughly, 3D GCPs accuracy should not be worse than 0.15 m.

Finally it is possible to classify the extracted DSMs (geocoded with 20 or more
GCPs), according to the criteria established by the Technical Steering Committee of the
Italian State-Region Conference for GIS under the direction of O. Köebl (Köebl, 2001),
at least at the Quality Level 3–4 (bare soil accuracy from 0.3 to 1 m), therefore perfectly
suited to produce high and very high scale orthophotos.

3 DSM FROM OVERLAPPED STANDARD ORTHOREADY IMAGERY

The second experiment has been carried out on two Standard Orthoready Quickbird
images. The two images are not a stereo pair since, even if the overlapping is almost
70%, these products were collected during two different orbital tracks. They are referred
in the following as Left and Right image according to the satellite azimuth and satellite
elevation values

The study site is the area of Colli Albani, south of Rome (Central Italy, N 418700,
E 128700). The Left image was acquired on 06/07/2004, with a mean resolution of 0.66
m; the Right image was acquired on 12/08/2003, with a mean resolution of 0.63 m. The
overlapping area has an extension of 15� 15 km.

Table 2. Sample local statistics.

Augusta statistics (m) 10 GCPs 20 GCPs 30 GCPs 39 GCPs

Average 2.44 2.31 2.76 2.63
St. Deviation 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.89
RMSE 2.62 2.50 2.91 2.78

Siracusa statistics (m) 10 GCPs 20 GCPs 30 GCPs 39 GCPs

Average 3.85 2.90 2.94 2.76
St. Deviation 1.35 1.16 1.01 1.01
RMSE 4.08 3.12 3.11 2.93

Bare soil statistics (m) 10 GCPs 20 GCPs 30 GCPs 39 GCPs

Average � 1.39 � 0.67 � 0.95 � 1.01
St. Deviation 0.80 0.83 0.79 0.75
RMSE 1.61 1.07 1.24 1.25
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The coordinates of 29 GCPs were collected by a RTK GPS survey assisted by the
RESNAP-GPS permanent network of the Lazio Region, (w3.uniroma1.it/resnap-gps),
with mean horizontal and vertical accuracies of 0.05–0.1 m.

Two DSMs were extracted using two different softwares: OrthoEngine v.9.0 (PCI
Geomatica) and Erdas v.8.7. A significant number of homogenously distributed Indepen-
dent Check Points (ICP), with a 3D mean accuracy of 0.3–0.5 m, was collected in a
kinematic GPS survey, that was carried out (sampling rate: 1 sec, mean speed: 40–50 km/h,
1 point/10 m) driving for about 300 km with the same configuration used for the Augusta test
field. The data of two GPS receivers, used as rovers, were processed w.r.t. 2 GPS permanent
stations of the RESNAP-GPS permanent network, at a distance within 35 km.

The DSM#1 was generated by the 3D rigorous model implemented in the PCI
Geomatica OrthoEngine v. 10.0 software, with a resolution of 2 pixel (1.2 m); the DSM#2
was generated by the RPC model implemented in the Erdas v.8.7 software, with a resolution
of 4 pixel (2.4 m) in a slightly smaller area (two DSMs overlap for about 80%).

DSMs sample accuracy was evaluated as before, after outliers removal by LTS re-
gression. The comparison between the kinematic GPS survey and the DSM extracted shows
a mean accuracy (RMSE) of about 1.8 m for DSM#1 and 2.4 m for DSM#2 (Table 3).

Therefore it is possible to classify the extracted DSMs according to the afore-
mentioned criteria (Köebl, 2001) at least at the Quality Level 2.

The results obtained must be compared to those showed in Table 1 and, apart from
the expected superiority of the rigorous approach, clearly indicate a remarkable
capability of partially overlapped Standard Orthoready imagery to supply 3D
information, provided the acquisition geometry (mainly the B/H ratio) is good from
the photogrammetric point of view.

In this respect, as byproduct of the investigation, a quite simple scheme based on the least
squares simulation was implemented in order to estimate the achievable 3D mean accuracy,

Table 3. Sample global statistics for DSM #1 and DSM #2.

Sample statistics (m) DSM#1 DSM#2

Average 0.61 0.70

St. Deviation 1.79 2.37

RMSE 1.89 2.47

Figure 5. QuickBird Standard OrthoReady image pair.
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starting from the mean azimuths and elevations of both imageries supplied in the metadata
files and the mean imagery orientation accuracy (in the image reference system) calculated
on selected ICP. In particular, a simple resection problem is considered where a ground point
has to be determined on the base of its positions (known with the aforementioned mean
imagery orientation accuracy) on both stereo images kept in fixed positions.

These scheme was applied to both Basic Stereo and Standard Orthoready imagery,
showing that if the proper mean imagery orientation accuracy is introduced, the
estimated vertical accuracy are 1.0 m and 1.9 m respectively, matching well with the
values previously reported.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The two tests showed that an accuracy at 1 meter level or better may be achieved in DSM
extraction from Basic Stereo, with possible remarkable improvement on very regular
surfaces quite common in urban environment. Furthermore, DSMs extracted from pairs of
Standard Orthoready imagery acquired on different tracks may reach an accuracy at 2
meter level, provided the acquisition geometry is good. The remarkable results obtained
from Standard Orthoready imagery open new and wide applications for a low–cost product
(if compared with high cost Basic Stereo), presently used mainly to derive orthophotos.

Future investigations will be devoted to deeply analyze the quality of DSM and 3D
features extraction from both imagery types, possibly comparing them with a very
precise and reliable ground truth established by an aerial laser scanner survey; in this
respect, the dependency on the terrain slope will be analyzed.

Finally, for urban areas where more than two overlapping images are available, it will
be considered the opportunity to enhance the accuracy by aerial triangulation, suited for
the joint orientation of images which can be used together to extract a city model as
complete as possible.
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